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THE SPLITTING LENGTH OF MIXED ABELIAN GROUPS 
OF RANK ONE 
LADISLAV BICAN, Praha 
(Received April 24, 1975) 
IRWIN, KHABBAZ and RAYNA [5] have studied the splitting properties of the tensor 
product of mixed abelian groups. They defined the splitting length of a mixed group G 
as the infimum of the set of all positive integers n such that the n-th tensor power G" 
of G splits and they constructed a mixed group of rank one having the splitting 
length n for every positive integer n. The purpose of this paper is to characterize the 
mixed abelian groups of rank one having the splitting length n. 
By the word "group" we shall always mean an additively written abelian group. 
As in [1], we use the notions "characteristic" and "type" in the broad meaning, 
i.e. we deal with these notions in mixed groups. The symbols h^{g), т^(д)япа т^{д) 
denote respectively the p-height, the characteristic and the type of the element g in 
the group G. я will denote the set of all primes. If Tis a torsion group, then Tp is the 
p-primary component of Tand similarly if n ^ n then T^r is defined by T^^ = ^^ Tp. 
pen' 
For a mixed group G with a torsion part T we denote by G the factor-group GJT 
and for g E G, g is the element g + T of G. Other notation used will be essentially 
the same as in [3]. 
Let n ^ n and let G be a mixed group with T .̂ = 0. If S is a subset of G then {S]^' 
denotes the л;'-риге closure of S in G, the existence of which is easily seen. It was 
proved in [1] that a mixed group G of rank one splits if and only if it satisfies the 
following conditions (oc), (ß): 
We say that a mixed group G with a torsion part T satisfies Condition (a) if to any 
g e G — T there exists an integer m such that î^[mg) = т^{д). 
Similarly, a mixed group G with a torsion part T satisfies Condition (ß) if to any 
g E G — T there exists an integer m ф 0 such that for any prime p with h^piß) = oo, 
mg has a p-sequence (i.e. there exist elements ho'-' = mg, h[^\ . . . such that phlf+i = 
= /4Л'^==0, 1,...). 
Lemma 1. Let p be a prime, G a mixed group and let «̂  e G — Г, i = 0, 1, . . . 
00 
be such elements that p'''ai = p^'~^a^._i, i = 1,2, ..., SQ = 0. / / X! (^i ~" ^t) ^^^ 
00 j = 1 
non-negative partial sums and ^ (r̂ - — ŝ ) = oo then «Q has a p-sequence. 
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Proof. The fact that lim inf { ^ (r, - 5,)} = oo enables us to define an increasing 
и -• 00 i = 1 
sequence {kj}f=o of positive integers in the following way: Put ICQ = 1, Уо = 0 and 
if /co, A:,,..., kj are defined then let kj+i be the greatest integer such that y^+i = 
kj + i - I n 
= Z i^i - ^i) = i^f {X^^^ ~ ^'•)' '̂  - ^J^ ^ '̂ •̂- For every kj й m < kj+^j = 
i— I m 1= 1 m kj — 1 
= 0, 1, •.. we have ^ (п - Si) = ^ (r,- ~ s,) - E ('̂ ^ " ^0 ^ yj+i - yj > ^ ^^ 
m i = 'с J 1 = 1 t = 1 
that ^ (r,- — 5,) + r,„ — {yj+i — У]) ^ m̂- Now a /7-sequence of öfo can be defined 
i = kj 
asfollows:flo = / ' < ^ ь / ' ~ ^ ^ ь •••»/'"^' '^i = /^^'^/ci^/^^'^^fci'•••?/^'~^^'~"^<^fci = 
Lemma 2. L^^ p be a prime, G a mixed group and a e G — Tsuch that h^{p^a) = 
= 00. Then the element p\a ® ... ® a) has a p-sequence in G" for every n ^ 2. 
Proof. If / = 0 then taking the elements aj,eG with p^a,, = a = p^'^a^^-i, 
к = \,2, ...,ao = a, we get /"^"'^(fl/c ® ... ® a^) = p^~\a,,_^ ® ... ® a^-O^ 
k = l,2,.... If / > 0 then the elements a^eG with p^^'^^^^a^ = p^^a^-i, к = 
= 1,2, ..., 00 = « have the property p^^^'^^'^^^-^^^'Xaf, ® ...® а^) = р^\а^,^^ ® ... 
. . . ® öfc-i), к = 1, 2, ..., and Lemma 1 completes the proof. 
Definition 1. Let a be an element of a mixed group G and let /? a prime. Define 
the jp-height sequence of a in G as the double sequence {/c/, l^f=o of elements of iV u 
u {0, oo} inductively as follows: Put k^ = kg = lo = 0 and /̂  = h^(a). If ki, /,• 
are defined and either hp(p^'a) = /,• = oo, or /̂  < oo and h^{p^'^^a) = li + к 
for all ke N then put А:,.+ 1 = ki and /, + i = /^ If /̂  < oo and there are /c e iV with 
h^{p^'^^a) > li + к then let /c^+i be the smallest positive integer for which 
/ i ^ ( / - ^a ) = /,+1 > / , + ^,+ 1 - k . 
Lemma 3. Let G be a mixed group of rank one with a p-primary torsion part T 
and let G be p-divisible. Further, let [kf, l^T=o be the p-height sequence of an 
element aQ E G -^ T, li ф oo, p^'a^ = p^'ao, i = 1, 2, . . . . / / a^^, a,^, ..., a,-̂  e 
е{ао,а^,...}, j ^ max {z'l,/2, •••, Q then p '" {aj® ... ® aj) = 
= /'"''^•^''^''<ö,.^ ® ... ® a J . 
Proof. We have p^-^aj = p^'a^ = p^'~^^''^^''-cii^ and the assertion follows easily. 
Lemma 4. Let p be a prime and G a mixed group with a p-primary torsion 
part T. Further, let a^ e G - T be such that h^(äo) = 00 and let {ki, /J ,^o be its 
p-height sequence with /,• Ф 00, / == 1, 2, ... . / / p^'ai = p^'ao then there exists 
00 
a subgroup U = Y,d {u} Pure in Tgenerated by the elements p^'^'~^'~^''-'^^'ai+i -
i = 2 
- tti, f = 1 , 2 , . . . . 
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Proof. Put U\ = 0 , ^ 1 = 0 and proceed by induction. Suppose that we have 
constructed the elements t^, 2̂» •••? î such that 
(1) U, = {t,} + {t2} + ... + {tt}. T=U,+ r 
and the elements 
(2) tj = y^-b-.- 'c .+*.- .^ . _ «._^ ^ J = 1, 2 , . . . , i 
satisfy 
(3) loi = \tj\ = P^'-^^'^-'''^ and {t\, t;,..., t\} = U,. 
First, by the definition of the p-height sequence we have 
(4) h + ki+, - ki> U> /,_i + /c, - ki_^, i = 1,2,. . . 
and 
(5) Kip'-^^-^'^ao) =j, k,uj- h + к, < k,^, . 
Now for r;+i = p^'^'-'^-^'^'-'^'ai^, - a, we have 
(6) ^ ; + i = x + t i + i , xeUi, ti+^eT. 
If y^i+i = 0 for some j < U + fe^+i — ki then we can suppose that j ^ l^ and we 
have phi+^ = ph[+i = 0 by (3) and (4) and consequently j?^'"^^"''"^'^^ '" '̂'̂ •'«.•+1 = 
= p-'ai = p^~^''^^'aQ which contradicts (5). Thus (З) holds for j = / + 1. 
Further, if h^{pHi+^) = j + 5, 5 > 0 for some j < li + /c^+i — ki then we can 
clearly assume j ^ /,• and we have p^'''^~^'~^'^^'^^'^-'ai^i — p^^+i = P^^i = 
= p^'^'^^'aQ, which contradicts (5). Thus {^H-I}? being pure in T\ is a direct Sum­
mand of T' and the assertion follows easily. 
Lemma 5. Let the hypotheses of Lemma 4 hold and let S be a basic subgroup 
of T containing U as a direct summand, S = U -\- V. If H = [S, aQ, 2̂» '•'}n^p 
then H пТ= S and H = V + {a^, a^, ...}^^p. 
Proof. If 6̂  e {ao, a^, . . . j^-p '^ Г then for a suitable integer m with (m, p) = i 
n n 
it is mg = J^^iai. Multiplying by p^" we get ( ^ Я.р'""^'"^'^') «o e T which yields 
n i=0 1=0 
^ Я^р'"" '̂" '̂'̂  = 0. However, by (4), for every i = 0, 1, ..., n - 1 we have /„ — 
/ = o 
— h+i — k„ + /Cj+i < In — h — kn + kl and so 1,, = p^'^~^^-^~^''+^^-^X'„ and mg = 
/ i - i 
= Я^(р^"~^""^~^"'̂ ^"'̂ ^о„ -T ß„-i) + Yjl^i^i^ ^ ^y induction, since the case n = 0 
i = 0 
is trivial. Now the assertions follow without difficulties. 
Lemma 6. Let p be a prime and G a mixed group with a p-primary torsion part T. 
Further, let a^eG -^ T be such that h^iâo) = 00 and let {/ĉ , / ,}^о be its p-height 
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sequence with /^_i < со, /,„ := oo for some meN. If p^^a-, = / ^ Ö Q , / = 1, 2, ... 
..., m - 1 then there are elements a,„, a,„ + i, ... in G -^ Tand a direct decomposi-
m 
tion T= и + V of T such that U = X, {/,} = {p^•^-'+^^•^^-^''^^-^a^ - a,„_,, 
i = 2 
y...-/.-^.-..+fc.-^.^^ - ^p / - 1,2, ..., m - 2} and {/^'-'^''""''-^a^+.^-i - a„, + ,, 
/ = 0,1 , . . .} ^ К 
Proof. Put 5 = /,„„1 + /:,„ - /c,„_i. Since p '̂"ao is of infinite p-height, we can 
choose elements а'^+^, / = 0, 1, ... such that p^'^^^4n + / = / " ^ o - Repeating the 
arguments of the proof of Lemma 4 one proves easily the existence of U generated 
by the elements tj from (2), j = 2, ..., ш - 1 and t',„ = p'al„ - a,„_^ such that 
T= и + Fand / [ / = 0. Now p 4 U , + i - ш̂ + / = w„,+ ,- + t;^+p w,„+,.e C/, 1?,„+,Е 
G F, / = 0, 1, ... . Setting 
(7) «,„+,. = a'^+i + w,„+/ 
we get / a ^ + f+i -« , „+ / ^ К / = 0, 1, ... and р Ч , - a,„_i = С owing to p'U = 0. 
Lemma 7. L^^ G be o/ rank one and let the hypotheses of Lemma 6 be satisfied. 
If H = {V, a^, a^+i, ...}^-p where a,^+i are the elements (7) then G = U + H. 
I 
Proof. To prove (7 n Я = 0, it clearly suffices to show that mg = ^ Я,„+^а,„+,. e 
eZ{m,P)= 1 implies ^E К But/7^^ ̂ ^̂ ^möf = ( Z ^^+//"'^^'"'^0 «о yields Я,„^1 = 
i = 1 / - 1. 
= / i ; „ + i , hence mg = À'^+^{p'a,„+i - a^,+ i^i) + YJ ^i^n^+t ^^^ the induction 
can be apphed. 
Let 0̂  G G be arbitrary. Then gg = cr̂ o for some integers Q, a with (Q, a) = i. 
Suppose that Q = р^д\ {Q\ p) = L There exist integers /, / such that UQ = p^^^a^^+i. 
Hence Qg = p^aa^^+t + t and consequently Q'X = p^aa^^+t and g'y = a^+i for 
some X, y e Я, since T is p-primary and (Q\ p^a) = 1. Thus g = p^ay + и + v e 
eU + H, ueU, v E V. 
Lemma 8. Let p be a prime and G a mixed group of rank one with a p-primary 
torsion part T and G p-reduced. Let {ki, li}fLo ^^ ^^e p-height sequence of an ele­
ment aoE G — T such that l„t — ^m = ^ "= ^^p(̂ o) > ^m-i ~ ^m-i for some integer 
m. If p^'ai = p^'aQ, i = 1,2, .... m then G decomposes into G = I/ + F + {a^^^p 
m 
whereU 4- V= T and U = J]d{ti} = {У^-^'-^-^^+'^'-^а^ - a,^„ i = 2, ..., m}. 
i = 2 
Proof. The decomposition T = (7 + F can be proved by the methods used in the 
proof of Lemma 4. Further, p^'^a^ = p^'^aQ yields p^'^'^'^a^ = p^a^ = äg and 
^p(^m) = 0. So if 0̂  G G is arbitrary then Qg = aä^, {Q, a) = I, (Q, p) = 1 and 
g E T + {a^}^^p similarly as in the proof of the preceding lemma. Now the assertion 
follows easily. 
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Lemma 9. Let the hypotheses of Lemma 4, [Lemma 6 and Lemma 8 respectively) 
be satisfied and let t[, z = 2, 3, ... (i = 2, 3, ..., m, respectively) be the elements (2). 
Then h%p% ® ... ® r;)) = /îp(/(r^ ® ... ® ti)) = ОС for every a < /,_i + /ĉ  - /c,_i 
[ti is the element given by (6)). 
Proof. It follows from the proof of Lemma 4 that the elements ?• and -̂ ® .. . ® t'i 
are of the same order. Assuming that p'^^^x = p^t'i ® ... ® Г-), s > 0, x G L/" we 
obtain 0 Ф У'-1+^^-^^-1-1(^;. ® .. . ® r;.) = y/-i+^.-fci-i-i+^^ _ 0, due to 
y,-i+fci-z,_,^^ = 0. The rest is easy. 
Lemma 10. Under the hypotheses of the preceding lemma the element Xt = 
^\cii ® .. . ® ßj) — (öi_i ® ... ® ai-i) is of the order n(li-li-i-ki+ki-0, 
ji-i+ki-ki- ^ (/ ^ m if the hypotheses of Lemmas 6 and 8 are assumed). 
Proof. If p"" is the order of Xt then a ^ /,_i + /c,- — /с^_1 by Lemma 3. Suppose 
that the strict inequality holds and put ß = li — li_i — ki + ki^^ + a < /̂ , 
ß > (X. Then p\ai_-^ ® ... ® a^_i) = / ( ( / " ^ a , - - ^9 ® ... ® (/~^a^ - tj)) = 
= / w + ( - 1 ) " p%fi ® .. . ® r;), w e G" and consequently / x ^ = p"(/̂ -«)+<^ x 
X (a,. ® ... ® at) - p^u - ( - 1 ) " p\t[ ® ... ® t[) = 0. Hence hf{p\t\ ® ... ® rj)) > 
> a which contradicts Lemma 9. 
хЛьДм Lemma 11. L^r 0 -^ Л -^ Б A С -> 0, 0 
sequences with A, К p-primary and C, M p-divisible. Then 
(i) 0-^Ä®K-^B®L--^C®M-^Ois exact, 
(ii) 0 -> Л" -> Б" -^ C" -> 0 i5 exact 
for every positive integer n. 
Proof. By [4], Theorem 60.4 we have the commutative diagram 
0 0 0 
0 . л®Х-^^И Б®Х-^^И с® к >0 
о be pure exact 
1в®Я 1с®Я 
а® 1 г Ä® 1 г 
О ^ А ® L - ^ Д Б ® L -^^=^ С ® L > О 
1с®д 
о — . Л ® М ^ ^ Н Б ® М - ^ ^ 1 ^ С ® М >о 
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and (i) follows easily since A®M=C®K = 0. Further, (ii) follows from (i) by 
induction. 
Lemma 12. Let G be a mixed group of rank one with a p-primary torsion part T 
and G p-divisible. Further, let {/c,-, li]T=o be the p-height sequence of an element 
a^eG -^ T such that U + 0, i = 1,2, ... . If p^^a^ = p^'a^, i = 1,2, ..., H = 
= [S, aQ, «1, ...}л-р is the group from Lemma 5 and ß : H -^ G is the canonical 
embedding then jß" : Я" -> G" is an isomorphism for every n ^ 2. 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram with canonical maps 
H - ^ - ^ HjS ^ 0 
T — ^ G - ^ GJT > 0 . 
y is monic by Lemma 5. Let ^̂  e G be arbitrary. Then gg = OÜQ for some integers Q, G 
with {Q, G) = 1. Suppose that g = p^g , {g', p) = 1, äg = p^^^äi (such / and / exist 
since /„ — k„ > / „ _ ! — /c„_i by (4)). Therefore g g — p^oä^ and g g = p^oa^ + t, 
t G T. But Tis p-primary and (g\ p) = 1, so that t = g'f. Thus g'x = p^oai and g y = 
= ai for some x, y E G, since {J',p^o) = 1. Then уеН and g = p^oy + ï. It 
follows now that y is an isomorphism, for у{р^оу + S) = p^cy + T= g + T. 
Especially, HJS is p-divisible. Lemma 11 now yields the following commutative 
diagram 
0 > s" — ^ H" - ^ ^ {Hjsy ——> 0 
0 > T" — ^ G'' ~U {GJTy > 0 , 
where y" is an isomorphism. Moreover, a" is an isomorphism again by Lemma 11, 
since S is a basic subgroup of T. Consequently, ß" is an isomorphism by "Five 
Lemma". 
Lemma 13. Let Ui, i — 0, 1, ... be p-reduced torsion-free groups of rank one of 
00 
the same type f, U = Y^d ^i ^^^d let aiE Ui, I = 0, 1, ... be such elements that 
i = 0 
Kia,) = 0, i = 1,2,.... If V={p''ai- a^, /,+1 ^ In i = h2,.. . } ^ ^ ^ then no 
non-zero element of l/jV has a p-sequence. 
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Proof. Throughout this proof let и denote the canonical image of и in UJV. 
I 
Suppose first, that { /ZJ^Q is a ^-sequence of P^UQ, It is easily seen that mhi = ^ ^\^^äi 
for a suitable integer m with (m, p) = 1 and so '"^ 
(8) p ^ X^^'a, - m / a o = E //,(p^'a, - «o), дГ^ Ф 0 , м5-̂> = О , 
i = 0 i = l 
j = k + 1 , . . . , 1 . 
We can clearly assume that mhj — ^Я;-'^«;, j = 1, 2, ..., /̂  + 1. Then 
i : ( M r " - 4 ' V ; = i / l r ^ V ' « г - а о ) Г / = U 2 , . . . , /, and hence 
(9) p Я ! , ^ ' - m / = -IfA^K 
1 = 1 
р 1 ^ ^ > ^ Л < ^ > , / = 1 ,2 , . . . , / , 
рА(^+^)-Я(^>=:У'^<^+1), / = 1 ,2 , . . . , / , 7 = 1 ,2 , . . . , / , . 
Now for every / = 1,2, ...,/c we have p'^-^'lf'"-'^ =^ p^^P^'fi?''''^ + ^ч'^) = 
= ^2/ . .^(^- .1)^у.-1(у.-^( .о+ ^a.-D) _ ^^ ^ i / ^ - V / ^ ^ ' " ' ^ consequently 
j = o 
p I /ij-^\ which contradicts (9) and (m, jp) = 1 in the case r = 0. If r > 0 then (8) 
yields hi = p'"~^^o ^^^^ the assertion follows by induction. 
The general case reduces to the above one, for UjVis of rank one and every two 
non-zero elements of such a group have a non-zero common multiple. 
Lemma 14. Let Ui, U and ai be the same as in the preceding lemma, V = 
= {p^^i. ~~ ^0? P^'^i ~ P^^^u h+i = ^h ^ = h^ ^ — 1' 2' '•'}n^p- Then no non-zero 
element of UJV has a p-sequence. 
Proof. Consider the endomorphism (p of U induced by (p{ai) = p^ ^^^^^a^ = a[, 
(р{ао) = p^a[, (p{ai) = Ö ,̂ / = 2, 3, ... . It is easy to see that cp induces an epimor-
phism ф : l / /F-> U^jV' where 17' = Im ^ and V = {p^'a^ - p^'a\}l^p. Now it 
suffices to use Lemma 13. 
Lemma 15. Le^ Ui,U and ai be the same as in Lemma 13, V = {p'^'ai — p*'~'a,„i, 
n 
i = 1, 2, ..., So = 0}^^^. Then h'i'^ao + F) = г = max { ̂  (л- - S;) + r„+i, n = 
f = l 
= 0, 1, ..., /<} provided one of the following conditions holds: 
n / t + l 
(0 Z Ô i - ^0 = 0 /o r a// 71 = 1, 2, ..., /c anJ ^ (''/ " ^0 < Ö' 
1 = 1 i = i 
n 
0 0 S C ' * ! ~ ^ î) = ö /07^ a / / n = 1, 2 , . . . a n J Tj = Sj- = 5, / = /C + 1, . . . . 
1 5 0 
Proof. Considering the equality / + ' Ë^i«f - 9«o = Е/^.С?"''' " ^ " ' '" '^ ' 
m>k+l, {q,p)=l, we get / + ' i o ' - g = - / i , , / + U / = = / < / ' - ^ ' • • + i P " ' 
'" = 1, 2 , . . . , Ш — 1. Now the assumption 
1+ I (1-,-s,) 
( 1 0 ) p •"' I / I , , , 
l+'^lVi-s,) _ I 
leads to a contradiction, since then p '" ' | /̂ л, ..., p^^ ' ' " \^2^ f\ ^^' 
However, if (i) holds, then '^^(r , - s) = I (r^ - 5..) + r,+i - 4-^^ < ^ У'^^^^ 
i=l i = 1 
к 
and the equality fi„^^ = i^^''~'*'' '^'4+i - ^ ' " ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' 4 + 2 implies (Ю). If (ii) is 
m - 1 m - 2 . 
satisfied, p'^U^^ = / " X „ gives p '^' | /x^, hence p '" ' | /^m-i- Con­
tinuing this process we obtain (10), again. 
Lemma 16. Let l/f, I/, â -, V be the same as in preceding lemma. If äo = «о + F 
сю 
has а p-sequence then the series ^ (r^ - Si) has all its partial sums non-negative 
OO t = 1 
and Yji^i ~ ^d = '^• 
1 = 1 
Proof. The partial sums are non-negative by Lemma 15. Suppose that h m i n f . 
• { Z (^i "" ^i)} = a < 00 and select an increasing sequence {kj}f^o of integers suck 
i= 1 kj m 
that /co = 0, ^ {ri - Si) = a,7 = 1, 2, ... and ^ (r^ - 5,) ^ a for m ^ /cj. Further^ 
j = 1 m — 1 i = 1 
denote ßj = max { ^ (r,- - 5,) + r,„, /cy_i < 777 ^ /c^}, j = 1, 2, ... . 
i = 1 00 
Now, take the group К = Y^dKh K, ^ Ui, the elements h^eKi such that 
V ' T > J ^ T * ^ ( b , . ^ 0 ' j = 0 , l , . . . and set L= {p^^b, - bo, Р^'''~Ъ+1 -
m = kj+l ,n - 1 
- p^'~''^h\ j = 1, 2 , . . .}д^р. The correspondences AQ '-^ ^o, a^\^ p ' " ' bj, 
kj_^ < m S к J induce a homomorphism cp : U -^ K. Now ^(p'*"'^'tz,„+i - p'''"«^) = 
= 0 for /c,._i < m < /с,, and ф(р% + 'о^.^1 - /'^^ß,,) = P^'''~^bj^, - p^^-^bjE 
e L, 7 = 1, 2, ..., and (p{p'''a^ - «o) = p^'b^ - bo- Thus (p induces a homomorphism 
ф : l/jV-^ KJL, (p{ao + V) = bo + L = BQ. If j^^. are bounded then the sequence 
{kj}f^o can be obviously chosen in such a way that ß^ =- ß^ = ... and Lemma 15 
yields a contradiction. If ßj are not bounded then it is easily seen that the sequence 
{kj]f=o can be chosen so that ßj^^ > ßj. However, L = {p^'b^ - bo, p^'^^'^^bj^^ -
— p^'~''b^,j = 1, 2, ...}^^p and Lemma 12 yields a contradiction. 
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Definition 2. Let p be a prime and n an integer, n > 1. We say that an element a,pf 
a mixed group G has the (p, n)-property if for its p-height sequence {/c,, //}^o 
the sequence {{n — 1) (/̂  — fe^) — /Cj+i}/lo has non-negative elements and 
lim {[n — l){li — ki) — ki+i} = nhp{ä) ~ lim /̂ , where we put oo — m = oo for 
£-»00 i->oo 
every m e iV u {0, oo}. 
Theorem. The following properties are equivalent for a mixed group G of torsion-
free rank one: 
(i) G does not split and n > 1 is the smallest integer such that every element 
a e G -^ T has a non-zero multiple ma which has the (p, n)-pro pert y for every 
prime p, 
(ii) G does not split and n > 1 is the smallest integer such that G — T contains 
an element a which has the (p, n)-property for every prime p, 
(iii) G has the splitting length n > 1. 
Proof , (i) implies (ii) trivially. 
(ii) implies (iii). Suppose that a 6 G - Thas the [p, n)-property for every prime p. 
Let jf? be a prime and {/c,-, /jT-o the /7-height sequence of a. Put ao = a, p^'a^ = 
- / ' ^ 0 , bi = a^® . . . ® a„ Г, = li + {n - !)(/,• - h-i - kt + /c^.i), ŝ  = /, + 
+ ki+^ - ki,i = 1 ,2 , . . . . Assume that h^p{a) = / < oo. With respect to Definition 1 
there is an integer t such that fc^ = /c^+i = ..., /̂  = /f+i = ... . It follows from the 
proof of Lemma 3 that 
(11) p'^bi = / ^ - ^ b , _ i , / = 1,2, . . . , r . 
Further, 
(12) Z ( r , - s , ) = ( n - l ) ( / , - f e > ) - f e y + i and 
t - i 
Y.{ri~s:) + r, = n{l,~k). 
By hypothesis, ^ ( ^ - s,) ^ 0 for all J = 1, 2, ..., Г - 1 and hence 
'i\ri-Si) + r 
(13) bo = /^bi = f^-''^''b2 = ... = у b, 
so that 
(14) ' hf{bo)^<h-K)-
On the other hand, Hm {(n - l) ('; - k^ - ^f+i} = (и - 1) (/, - fc,) - fc, = 
= n/ - l„ so that / ="л - К Thus /1Г(Ьо) à «/ = '»Г(5о) à ^ПЬс) by (14) 
and [4], § 60 Ex. 9(a). 
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, Now we are going to show that bo has a p-sequence for every prime p with hp(ä) = 
= 00. First, let /f = 00 for some t. Then р^'~^^^'"'''"'а^_1 = P^^ÜQ is of mfinite 
jp-height and р^'~^'^^'~^'~^Ь^^1 has a p-sequence by Lemma 6. However, bo = 
= /^^'-^"^^-^^b,_i by (13) and (12) and {n ~ l ) ( / , - i - /c,_i) - il̂ , ^ 0 yields 
h-i + f̂ —^r-i . ^ "(^f-i ~ ^f-i)î which shows that bo has a p-sequence. 
Finally, if /̂  < oo for all Г e iV then Lemma 11 yields the relations (U) between b^r 
t = 0, 1, ... and the (p, n)-property of a together with (12) and Lemma 5 imply the 
existence of a p-sequence of bo. 
Thus G" satisfies Conditions (a), (ß) and G" sphts by [1], Theorem 2. 
To complete the proof of Theorem it suffices to show that if G" splits then every 
element a e G — T has a non-zero multiple having the (p, n)-property for every 
prime p. 
(iii) implies (i). Assume that G" splits and let a' e G — ТЫ arbitrary. Due to [1]^ 
Lemmas 1—4 and Theorem 2 a' has a non-zero multiple a = ma' such that for the 
element g = a 0 ... ® a, т^'\д) = т:^"{д) and g has a p-sequence for every prime p 
such that G is p-divisible. 
Let p be a prime. If G -> GJT^^^p -^ 0 is the canonical projection then it follows 
from [4], Corollary 60.3 that Ker jS" Ç T{G'^) and we can suppose that T i s p-
primary. 
Let G be p-divisible, let [ki, /,}^о be the p-height sequence of a and assume that 
li < CO for all i = 1, 2 , . . . , p^'üi = p^'üo — a. It follwos from Lemmas 10 and 5 
that we can suppose that G = {ÜQ, a^, .. .}^^p. Using Lemmas 3,10 and factorizing G" 
by {p'" ' (uj ® ... ® üj) - {üi^ ® ... ® a J , ï'i, ..., ï„, J e ^ , J è 
^ max {i^, . . . , / „}> min {/j, ...,/„}} we obviously obtain a group isomorphic 
to (7/F where C/, F are of the form from Lemma 15 with r̂  = /̂  + (и — 1) (/̂  — 
- /i_i - fcf 4- /Cf_i), 5̂  = /f -f /Cf+i - /ĉ . Now (12) and Lemma 16 show that 
a has the (p, «)-property. 
Let G be p-divisible, let {/ĉ -, /Jr=o the p-height sequence of a such that /^_i < oo 
and /„, = 00. By Lemma 7, G decomposes into G = U + H. Multiplying t^ = 
= p'^-'^-^-^^+^^-^at - fl,._i, Ï = 2, ..., m - 1, by y-^~^^-^ and С = /«m - «m-i> 
s = /^_i -Ь/c^ - / c ^ _ i , by p^--^-^--i we get a = p^'~'''-a^ - t, where r = 
m 
= YP^'~'~^'~'^'i' Moreover, it follows from the proof of Lemma 6 (see (6) in the 
i=2 i-1 m 
proof of Lemma 4) that t[ = t^ + Y^^Th ^"^^ consequently t = YJP^'~'~^''\^ + 
m m y = 2 i = 2 
+ Z y ' " ' " * ^ " ' 4 ' V i = Zp ' ' " ' " ' "" '« . -^ ' (аг,р) = 1. Now 0 = a ® . . . ® a = 
J = i + 1 t = 2 
= {p^^'^'^a^ ® .. . (g) p^'~^"'a^) + ... + {-ly (t ® ... ® t) and hence Г ® ..^ 
•.. ® r = 0 since ® preserves direct sums and g is of infinite p-height. Consequently^ 
pn(h-i-ki-i)^n(^^^ ® ... ® r̂ ) = 0, i = 2, ..., m, so that п(/^_1. - fe,._i) ^ / . .^ + 
-b ^i - /Cf_i, î ® ... ® fi having the order ^ - ^ + ^ ^ - ^ - 4 Thus {n - l ) ( / ,_i -~ 
— ki_i) — /Cf g 0 and a has the (p, n)-property. 
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Finally, let С be р-гЫисса. It is easy to see that G satisfies Conditions (a), (ß) 
and it therefore splits (see also [5], Theorem 2.2), G = T + H. Then a = t + h, 
teT,hEH,\t\= pK Further, hf{h) = hp{ä) = I yields / i^( /a) = h^{p^h) = к + L 
Thus if {/с,-, li]fLo is the p-height sequence of a then there are j such that Ij — kj = /. 
Let m be the smallest such integer. By Lemma 8, G decomposes into G = U + 
m 
4- V 4- {a,n}^^p. As in the preceding part, a = p^'^'^'^a^ — t, t = ^ р^'"'"'^'"^^^ = 
m i = 2 
— YJ p''~'~^^~'ofi^> {^h p) = 1- However, from Lemma 9 one easily derives (similarly 
i = 2 
as above) that /^^'-'~^'-'^a"(r^ ® ... ® f,) = 0, / = 2 , . . . , m. So (n - l ) ( / /_ i -
— /c,_i) - ki ^ 0, / = 2, ..., m. Further, l„, - k^> /,„_i - /c^_i yields 0 ^ 
^ n{lm-l - K-\) - 1<m<{n - l){lm " Ю " ^m = «^ " С sinCC /c^ = / c^+ j = 
= ..., /^ = /,„ + 1 = .. . . Thus a has the (p, ?i)-property and the proof of Theorem 
is complete. 
Example. In [5] it .was shown that the groups A^ generated by the elements 
«0, «1, ••• with respect to the relations p^'^'^^'ui = р^'^'^'^'а^ have the splitting 
length (T. Clearly, {n - 1) (/̂  - k) - ki+^ = {n - l) i - {a - 2) (i + 1) = 
— (n ~ a + i) i — (a — 2) and ÜQ has the (p, n)-property if and only if n ^ a. 
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